Create your own
Unlimited Learning Ecosystem
fully personalized for
your academic comunity

With your own Unlimited Learning Ecosystem

Before

Fragmented, limited, and complex experiences
between learning platforms, databases, and
other scattered content access points.

Integrated and frictionless experience: Access to up to 3 million
learning resources and activities, all in one platform. Access
both online and oﬄine on all devices. Access all key formats, of
your own or licensed, such as PDFs, ebooks, audiobooks, videos,
podcasts, and many more.

Monotonous and inﬂexible online learning
experiences, resulting in lower engagement
and motivation from the community.

Personalized, data-driven , and truly engaging experience
that can increase learning habits by up to 3-5x.
An enjoyable and simple consumer-grade experience for all!

Highly competitive job market, where it is
essential for all to continuously cultivate
needed skills on-demand and in a manner
that supports and enhances everyone's
individual abilities.

Personalized learning resources and experiences
on-demand to ﬁll critical skill and knowledge gaps. Inﬁnite
possibilities of topics to learn for everyone, either
independently or with peers, just a few clicks away!
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Build a culture of Unlimited Learning with an exclusive solution,
customized to your academic community.
Set yourself apart from the competition with a fully customized oﬀer for your students, educators, staﬀ, and alumni.

Unique and inﬁnite learning possibilities
using high-quality content,e-learning
technologies, and a variety of services
to ensure strategic alignment
with your academic goals.

We adapt to your pedagogical
preferences for today,
tomorrow…and the unexpected.

A true partnership:
we provide an exclusive and
customized managed service to ensure
your community is actively engaged
and supported at all times.

With your own Unlimited Learning Ecosystem you will have access to:

Personalized recommendations
among thousands of multimedia content in
text, audio or video format from the
best providers in the world.

You choose the content and
formats that best suit the
needs and values of your
organization.

Each user proactively learns
the topics that interest him/her
and the formats that best suit
their learning style.

A fully integrated platform
interactive learning experiences with all types
of content to support all learning possibilities:
virtual classroom, individualized learning paths,
collaborative learning, student orientation,
social clubs, learning communities, and many more

Generate reports on the
evolution of each user in real
time that allow you to generate
valuable data for your
institution.

Learning becomes
multi-device through
computers, e-readers, tablets
or smartphones.

Accessible content
online and oﬄine.

Integrated experience for students, teachers, administrative staﬀ and alumni to access quality learning resources
seamlessly, with a user experience similar to popular on-demand media consumption platforms.

What will your university achieve with ODILO?
Everyone in your community will enjoy lower barriers to learning, doing it whenever and wherever they want

Students will be engaged and motivated, and will maintain a more ﬂuid
interaction with their peers, teachers, mentors, and alumni.
Teachers and management can acquire new skills and be better equipped
to support your students.
Alumni will stay connected to their Alma Mater, contributing to the
development of a robust community and sharing knowledge.
Your university will become an exclusive provider of Unlimited Learning
Ecosystems and a pioneer in its region.

These pioneers already have their own Unlimited Learning Ecosystem developed by ODILO:

Contact us today and explore a tailored solution for your institution
marketing@odilo.us

www.odilo.us

#UNLIMITEDLEARNING

